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Wormholes(E.G., A.K., E.N., S.P)

• Are geometries that connect two different 

universes, these wormholes can be 

traversable or non traversable.

• Historically the first example was the 

Einstein Rosen throat, which has been 

confused in the literature with the 

wormhole that appears in the maximal 

extension of the Schwarzschild solution.





“Inverse” relation between mass 

and tension of the light like brane



Child universes



Equations of motion



Signs of the extrinsic curvatures



Yellow is Schwarzschild space

Red is de Sitter expanding space



obstacles



Avoidance of singularity by 

quantum tunneling



Inserting matter living in the bubble 

can classically stabilize it (E.G. and 

J. Portnoy) but decay to a universe 



Child universe out of  a breathing 

bubble

• Change model of surface energy density 
such that to a constant we add a negative 
“dust” –constant/(area of bubble), then the 
previous potential gets “dented” so that the 
bubble can be in the  previously forbidden 
region as we see in the following picture 
and suffers an oscillatory behavior 
(breathing bubble) until mass is loss (by 
radiation), which causes the creation of a 
child universe





Discontinuity of Extrinsic Curvature 

which leads us to the



The “particle in a potential picture”:

squaring a few times to avoid sq.rts







Child universes, wormholes and 

their UV-IR duality: low energy cost 

at high energy densities (E.G.)







The string Gas Shell Model

(S. Ansoldi, E.G. also with I.Shilon)

• Motivation: this is a model which alows us 

to see that the creation of a child universe 

can take place with an arbitrarily small 

critical mass, in fact in this model there is 

no critical mass and a child universe can 

be created “almost from flat space time”.

• The energy momentum of the wall will be 

that of 2 - dimensional string gas shell.



• Is the equation for a string gas in n dimensions

• For n=2 this gives the relation between the 

surface energy density and the pressure for a 

STRING GAS SHELL, which we will use now.

• This system shows in a very simple way the 

feature that high surface energy densities allow 

the creation of a universe at no energy cost. For 

n=2 , the string gas shell, this gives for a flat 

interior and a  Schwarschild solution outside







Sign determines the formation of a 

wormhole and a child universe

• Notice this inverse relation, the more surface 
energy density, the less energy of the overall 
system. Similar result found for the self 
consistent Einstein Rosen bridge,

Where the tension at the throat is inversely 
proportional to the overall mass.

This suggests that transplanckian excitations could 
be the source of wormholes and/or child 
universes. They can get in this way expelled 
from the original space providing may be a 
natural way to regularize quantum gravity?



Child universes at no energy cost



Discussion of the results

• The  Einstein Rosen bridge is NOT a 
solution of the vacuum Einstein`s 
equations, there is a LLB  at the throat, the 
bigger the absolute value of the tension 
(<0) of the LLB, the smaller the mass.

• Child universes also can have a non 
singular origin by allowing a negative 
energy component, as in the breathing 
bubble scenario by decay to a lower mass



For very high  positive bulk or 

surface energy densities

• Child universes can be formed with arbitrarily 
small critical mass.

• This effect is very beautifully displayed in the 
string gas shell model, where for a certain critical 
parameter c >2/G  , we can make a child 
universe, even with a mass close to zero.

• This could provide a mechanism by which

High enegy density excitations could disconnect 
from the ambient space time, thus may be 
regularizing quantum gravity.


